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The 3 E’s:
Earth / Energy / Environment - 
Part I
David Wallace-Wells, the author of 
The Uninhabitable Earth:  Life After 
Warming, warns (in an interview with 
NPR’s Rachel Martin) that:  “it was 
basically considered irresponsible to 
consider scenarios north of about 2 
degrees of warming. It was called 
the threshold of catastrophe, and 
nobody really wanted to think about 
it.  It turns out that 2 degrees looks 
basically like our floor for warming 
rather than our ceiling.  And so we 
really need to start thinking about 
what the impacts will be at 2 1/2, 3 
and even 4 degrees of warming.”  
And inspired by 16-year-old Swedish 
teen climate activist Greta Thunberg, 
who addressed the global elite about 
climate change at the Davos World 
Economic Forum this past January, 
tens of thousands of European 
students have walked out of class 
since September to demand faster 
government action to defend our 
environment.

There is little debate that the 
challenges we face are 
considerable, and it is reassuring to 
know that we have brilliant 
classmates working on issues that 
might help us to address them.

If your work is connected to 
environment / earth / energy, we 
would love to share your story with 
our class.  If you are a science 
teacher, an environmental lawyer, an 
oil and gas or solar/wind power 
executive, a specialist in 
environmental engineering or 
environmental policy, an energy 
sector investor, a journalist who

SHADES OF GREEN

For our winter issue, we reached out to classmates whose work is 
connected to earth / energy / environment — or whose Dartmouth 
majors were inspired by the 3 E’s.  Lots is happening on campus in this 
regard as well.  To try to cover it all, we are sharing this issue as 3 E’s - 
Part I.  (Hoping for more to come soon.)  Thank you to all who shared 
their stories.
If you have theme ideas or topic suggestions for a future class newsletter, 
please send them our way.  And if you have news to share, do let us know.
Hope you’ve enjoyed a Happy Winter!
Margaret & Lisa

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Where in the world is… ? 

In February 2016, the Class of 1985 
began emailing a “Monthly News & Events” 

e-newsletter to our classmates early each month 
(every month).  Moving forward, our class 

e-newsletters will be issued less frequently. 
Our goal will be to tie them more closely to the news 

cycle — and to continue to keep us all in the loop 
about upcoming Dartmouth events (especially 

Dartmouth Class of 1985 events) 
and opportunities to gather. 

PLEASE contact us with your email address 
if you have not been receiving them.  

It is our goal to have an accurate email address for 
every classmate, but we are missing good addresses 

for nearly 200 of us. 
 Also, please take a look at the names below. 

If you are on the list, send us your best email address.   
And if you know a good email address for a classmate 

listed here, let us know.  

(You may also update your contact information directly by 
sending an email to the College at 

alumni.records@dartmouth.edu, 
or by calling Alumni Records at 603/ 646-2253. 

It helps us if you send to us as well.) 

 1. Joseph Scott Badger ’85 

 2. Lee Ericht Burns ’85 

 3. Kimberly Lynne Curren ’85 

 4. Tracy Petersen Eriksson, MD ’85 

 5. Jeffrey David Garneau ’85

STAY IN TOUCH 

www.dartmouth85.com 

herringtonhome@gmail.com 
mmarder0269@comcast.net

studies / writes about these subjects, 
etc…  please reach out to Lisa 
Sweeney Herrington ’85 and Margaret 
Warram Marder ’85 right away.

We also welcome your book 
recommendations and supported 
opinions.  And we would love to hear 
what you are doing now if you majored 
in geology, geography, or environmental 
studies — very special departments at 
Dartmouth.

Thank you to those who have shared 
their stories here!  In The 3 E’s:  Earth / 
Energy / Environment, Part II, we 
hope to share more of your stories, 
information about Dartmouth’s new 
Arthur L. Irving Institute for Energy and 
Society, and some details of work 
happening on campus to explore and 
address the earth / energy / 
environment challenges that will shape 
the next 250 years.
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Hal Espy ’85  writes:

Chris Collimore ’85 writes…
Last June I earned my Ph.D in Atmospheric Science from UCLA.  The topic of my dissertation was 
related to better prediction of hurricane formation.  I was 54 years old at the time -- my Dad is a 
member of Dartmouth’s Class of '54.  The original length of my dissertation was 85 pages.  I defended 
my dissertation almost exactly 8.5 years after I enrolled at UCLA (emphasis on the 8 and the 5).  Are 
all of these tie-ins to Dartmouth a coincidence?  I think not.
Most of my career since Dartmouth has been in Atmospheric Science. I got an M.S. in that field in 
1989. The Ph.D was a professional upgrade.  I had a blast going through grad school in my 40's and 
50's.  It was great to be a college kid again.

Lionel Conacher ’85 writes: 

News from our Classmates… 

I'm no longer involved in the energy 
sector at all.  I've recently started a 
new Venture Capital firm in 
partnership with Lance Armstrong to 
invest in sports, fitness, nutrition and 
wellness.  It's called NEXT 
VENTURES and if you are 
interested you can find more here:  
nextventures.com.

I am a lifelong lover of geography – in my childhood if my nose wasn’t in a book, it was in a map or
atlas.  I was fortunate to attend the only Ivy League school that offered a Geography major, which I
doubled up with Computer Science.  Today we refer to the two together as geospatial technology.  I've 
been involved in the planning and development of geospatial software at Intergraph (now Hexagon 
Geospatial) for 34 years, ever since I interned my senior fall at Dartmouth.  I direct the work on our 
flagship GIS product line called GeoMedia, so although I don’t do any of the 3 E’s directly myself, I see

http://nextventures.com/
http://www.dartmouth85.com
http://nextventures.com/
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how our software is used around the world (literally) to do some pretty amazing things.
Our products are used by municipalities and regional governments;  departments of transportation for states 
and provinces;  national rail companies;  utility and telecom companies; defense and intelligence agencies in 
the U.S. and its allies;  national mapping and cadastral agencies;  engineering consulting firms;  public safety 
and security agencies; agencies involved with natural resource management;  and more.  Most of our business 
is done through partners in countries around the world, and a lovely part of my job is engaging with those 
partners as they adapt our software for local markets, including customization for local standards and 
processes and languages.  Just this last year I enjoyed visiting with partners and customers in Poland, The 
Netherlands, Norway, and Germany, speaking at partner user conferences and working with customers to find 
solutions to their problems.  I have also for many years enjoyed visiting our own development offices 
scattered around the world, in places like Hyderabad, India;  Łódź, Poland;  Vienna, Austria;  and Norcross, 
Georgia.
Study of Geography, as much as any other discipline I can think of, instills an appreciation for the diversity of 
our world, and I have loved falling into a career that has engaged me with so many places and cultures.  Our 
home of Huntsville, Alabama is an international melting pot due to NASA and the huge technology sector 
that has grown up around it.  All of this has rubbed off on our kids, too.  Our oldest, Thomas (28), has now 
finished a 2nd Masters degree, this one at the Higher School of Economics in Moscow, Russia, in Population 
and Development – which is definitely related to the 3 E’s.  He's now working in DC for PAE, doing 
monitoring & evaluation on State Department contracts related to international development.  Our youngest, 
Isaac (25), after a year of graduate study at the University of Mannheim, Germany, is nearly complete with his 
Masters in Logistics and Supply Chain Management, another discipline with strong geography connections.  
He lives in Birmingham, Alabama and works for a software company there.

 Hal Espy ’85 
(continued):
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Dan Fagin ’85 writes…

When I finished Dartmouth I was sure I wanted to be a political reporter. I had majored in 
Government and really enjoyed the classes. I even wrote a thesis on presidential campaign coverage, in 
a blatant attempt to justify spending time with some big-shot political reporters (my scheme worked!). 
My first job was at a mid-size paper in Florida, where I started on the police beat (the sheriff was 
corrupt -- that was fun) and then moved on to investigations and politics. Then I got a job at Newsday, 
where I again gravitated to local and state politics. By 1992, I was doing national political stories, 
including spending a long day at the New Hampshire State Capitol waiting to see if Mario Cuomo 
would show up and file papers to enter the primary (true to form, Hamlet on the Hudson ghosted).

Right around that same time, though, I was starting to feel like political journalism was not nearly as 
satisfying as I had always expected. Instead of just trying to figure out which side was winning, I 
wanted to try to figure out who was right. Covering science and environmental issues lets you do 
exactly that. You can actually apply the evidence and figure out which ideas (and people) make sense -- 
and which don't. So when the environmental beat opened up at Newsday in 1993 I jumped at it and 
never looked back, even declining a chance to go to the D.C. bureau, which had been my Dartmouth 
dream. Environmental stories are a wonderful mashup of emotion and evidence. You get to spend a lot 
of time outside in beautiful landscapes (and yes, sometimes at sewer plants). You also get to hang out 
with a lot of smart, passionate people, learn a lot of fascinating and complicated science, and then 
produce journalism that might even make a difference in the world, if you're lucky and good.

These days I'm a professor of science journalism at New York University. I spend my time writing 
books and running a masters program (I've taught more than 400 current journalists, including several 
talented Dartmouth alums). My last book was about the Toms River (NJ) cancer cluster, and my next 
one will be about monarch butterflies and the future of life on this planet (okay, it's ambitious). But no 
matter what I'm writing or teaching about, the core values of the work haven't changed since I was in 
Robinson Hall all those years ago working at The D with a bunch of other '85s I'm still friends with -- 
and one I'm married to: Alison Frankel '85, a distinguished legal columnist for Reuters and an author, 
too.

It's always fun to return to Hanover to meet with young journalists or speak to an environmental 
studies class, as I've done multiple times over the years. The most fun has been to return when our 
daughters Anna '13 and Lily '16 were on campus, so I could embarrass them (usually by accident, 
occasionally on purpose). The big news in our family is that in June, Anna will be marrying Gardner 
Davis '13, a wonderful guy who is sure to make our descendants taller and redder-headed. The 
celebration will be at our family house in Thetford, VT, and I'm guessing at least 50 people will be in 
the group Dartmouth photo!

Dan Fagin is Professor of Journalism and Director of the Science, Health and Environmental Reporting Program 
and The Science Communication Workshops at NYU 

Author of Toms River, winner of the 2014 Pulitzer Prize for General Nonfiction.  “A new classic of science 
reporting" — The New York Times

Check out Scienceline (a project of SHERP) and The Cooper Square Review (a project of the Science 
Communication Workshops).

http://journalism.nyu.edu/sherp
http://journalism.nyu.edu/about-us/science-communication-workshops-nyu/
http://www.amazon.com/Toms-River-Story-Science-Salvation/dp/055380653X/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1347304023&sr=8-4&
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/19/health/on-the-trail-of-cancer-a-review-of-toms-river-by-dan-fagin.html
http://scienceline.org/
http://coopersquarereview.org/
http://journalism.nyu.edu/sherp
http://journalism.nyu.edu/about-us/science-communication-workshops-nyu/
http://www.amazon.com/Toms-River-Story-Science-Salvation/dp/055380653X/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1347304023&sr=8-4&
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/19/health/on-the-trail-of-cancer-a-review-of-toms-river-by-dan-fagin.html
http://scienceline.org/
http://coopersquarereview.org/
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John Jeffers ’85 writes…
After Dartmouth, I completed a Masters in geology and then embarked on what has been (so far) a thirty year career in 
the energy industry in a variety of roles involving finding, developing, producing and commercializing oil and natural 
gas both in the US and internationally.  While it may all “start with the rocks,” the fossil energy industry has stretched 
me far beyond my roots as a geologist, while still applying the same fundamental principles of complex problem solving 
and decision-making  that I first learned in college.  Living every day in an industry at the intersection of science, 
technology, economics, politics and humanity inspires and motivates me, and here are three reasons why:

1) It’s really, really fun to solve complex puzzles with missing pieces. Almost everything we geologists do involves 
making inferences,  predictions and decisions based on simplified models incorporating incomplete and highly 
uncertain information.  We can’t measure everything, and we can’t accurately predict many things, so we do our 
best, test our models, learn, and try again.  Our predictions will never be exactly right, and sometimes they may 
be spectacularly wrong.  Whether trying to describe an exploration prospect that hasn’t yet been drilled, or 
trying to understand or predict the mindset of a counter-party in a negotiation, being comfortable with acting 
on incomplete information and being open-minded to ideas and positions held by others is absolutely essential.

2) Energy is a critical ingredient for meeting basic human needs and improving quality of life, particularly for the 
billions of people who live in “energy poverty.”  Bringing electricity to rural Africa, for example, allows young 
people to read and study at night, after the sun has set, and supports modernization of health care and 
agriculture.   And reliable, clean energy helps emerging economies grow and compete globally.  In the 1990s, in 
connection with a series of natural gas discoveries my company had made offshore Vietnam, I participated in a 
joint government/industry project that built a master plan for natural gas utilization.  This plan led to the 
development of a reliable electricity grid in southern Vietnam, underpinning the modernization of their entire 
economy.  Finally, evolving our energy supply and usage in the developed world makes good sense economically 
and environmentally.  Energy conservation and reduction of waste are still the low-hanging fruit; transitioning 
to lower-carbon fossil fuels (i.e. natural gas) in combination with increased role of renewables seems like the 
most likely pathway for the next several decades, at least.  

3) The energy industry continues to be one of the world’s most technology-intensive and innovative industries.  I 
feel fortunate to have worked alongside the pioneers of shale gas technology in the US, and to have participated 
in the revolution in US energy supply which has allowed for continued economic and population growth while 
also reducing GHG emissions.   None of this was even imaginable when I was an undergraduate, or even in my 
first decade in the workplace.  Today, I spend a lot of time looking outside our industry for emerging 
technologies we could adopt and repurpose, and the DEN has been a great network and source of ideas.

I have also learned that politics and science really don’t mix very well, as reflected in both the substance and the 
tone of the current debate over anthropogenic climate change.  The complexity of the systems we are trying to 
predict, and the long timeframes over which they operate, makes it impossible to know exactly what is going to 
happen, as a result of what we do, or don’t do.    I remember when I was an undergrad at Dartmouth, the “fear of 
the decade” was global cooling, or more specifically, the threat of a “nuclear winter,” which was a potential outcome 
of the accelerating nuclear arms race near the end of the Cold War.  Frankly, I was a little more concerned about the 
immediately preceding heat wave 😊 .   So we need to be thoughtful and, in a practical way, reduce the risks we face, 
even if our understanding of them is imperfect. 
I think we’ll be ok if we strive to use resources wisely, keep an appropriate level of separation between science and 
politics, and always seek to learn and do better.  Change is difficult, and there will inevitably be “winners” and 
“losers” with any big change.  I really enjoy talking with people on all sides of issues, seeking common ground where 
it exists, and understanding each other’s concerns.  I recently had the privilege of  accompanying a diverse group of 
Dartmouth undergrads on a winter break “Energy Immersion Trip” to the Gulf Coast, co-sponsored by the Office 
of Sustainability and the Irving Institute for Energy and Society.  Together, we saw first-hand the intersection of 
industry, policy, economics, health, geography, and culture through the eyes of people “on the ground,” in the 
heartland of the US oil and gas industry of yesterday, and one of the centers of the emerging transition to 
renewables.  Through dialogue with these 18 to 21 year-olds, my confidence in a bright future was bolstered.

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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As part of Dartmouth’s The Call to Lead Campaign, legacy 
gifts count!  While Dartmouth elevates its ambitions to 
make a lasting, positive impact on the world, you may 

make a lasting, long-term impact on Dartmouth! 

(go to our Class of 85 website www.dartmouth85.com to see how easy it is to join 
the Bartlett Tower Society by including Dartmouth in your estate plans.) 

Lead by example!  Join your fellow Class of 1985 
Bartlett Tower Society members: 

James C. Alex*       Beth Gilman Hobbs and Bill Hobbs 
Pamela Lower Bass and Barry Bass     Merrick R. Kleeman 
Eamonn F. Brady       James M. Laden 
Lorenzo A. Chambers       Aloke K. Mandal 
Todd L. Cranford       Linda Cooper Marshall 
Mary Ellen Reilly and George A. Eldridge    Susan S. Reckford 
Jennifer and Thomas R. Eldridge     Rich Stoddart 
Michael W. Fadil       Daniel R. Studnicky 
Kathleen Reilly Gross and Mark Gross    Kathryn C. and William B. Tyree 
Kate W. and Jonathan P. Grussing     Anonymous 
Valerie Hartman 
Nancy C. and Paul S. Hill     * Deceased 

Contact Beth Gilman Hobbs ’85 if you have any questions at hobbsnc@mac.com! 

______________________
The Bartlett Tower Society honors those who have made a bequest or planned gift commitment in support of the College.

Dartmouth is grateful to the Bartlett Tower Society, whose members have provided for her in their estate plans.

The Bartlett Tower Society

http://www.dartmouth85.com
http://www.dartmouth85.com
http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Jacob Lowenstern ’85 writes:
I came to Dartmouth as an aspiring natural scientist, but not necessarily decided on geology.  However, the 
combination of Professors Birnie, Stoiber, Lyons, Naslund, and Zantop lured me into the study of the earth, ore 
deposits, geothermal systems, and volcanoes.  
I had two senior years:  the first one was interrupted by six months of treatment for Hodgkins Disease.  By the 
time I made it back to Hanover, nearly all of you had departed, and I was one class short of graduation.  Thanks to 
the largesse of my parents, I got a do-over, and spent most of the following year simply enjoying life in the Upper 
Valley, taking a few classes, and focusing on my senior thesis. 
After Dartmouth, I traveled to Catania for a Fulbright Fellowship to study Mount Etna. I was entirely immersed 
in Italian life and definitely honed my language skills first acquired on my LSA in Siena.  Next was Stanford, where 
I got a PhD and a future wife,  Chesley. She and I then left for Japan where I spent a year as a postdoc in Tsukuba, 
north of Tokyo.
Our next stop was back in the Bay Area, where I had a job as a postdoctoral fellow with the U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS) in Menlo Park.  This later turned into a permanent job, and one that was sufficiently fulfilling that I’ve 
never thought about leaving. Like me, Chesley suffers from the same monogamous relationship with her job.  She 
is also an earth scientist, and has worked for 24 years as an earthquake specialist for a software company that 
serves the insurance industry.
Over my career, I’ve had three primary roles.  The USGS does a mixture of pure research, applied research, and 
natural-hazards risk mitigation, and I’ve done a bit of each.  Early on, I spent a lot of time trying to understand 
the origins of ore deposits and geothermal systems.  I did research in the field and laboratory, and wrote scientific 
papers.  My favorite field work was in the Danakil Depression, where I spent 3 weeks mapping a remote volcano 
and assessing the power-generation potential of a geothermal area in Eritrea.  We shared the trails with baboons, 
camels and ostriches, and drank tea with local Saho goatherds.
In 2002 I was asked to manage one of the five US volcano observatories.  The observatory chiefs in Hawaii, 
Alaska, California and the Cascades involve a lot of logistics and people-managing, but the Yellowstone Volcano 
Observatory is mostly a job of science coordination with partner agencies, leaving time for exploring Yellowstone, 
and in my case pursuing scientific research on the Yellowstone hot springs and steam vents.  Each year we would 
explore a new backcountry thermal area and re-visit many others. One challenging aspect of the job was that 
Yellowstone has become a source of fascination, anxiety, and fear for a small but obsessed fraction of the world’s 
population.  This is due to a series of hyperbolic science documentaries on TV, as well as blogs, and tabloids that 
play loose with the facts.  A sizable percentage of my time was devoted to public outreach, interviews, and 
translation of science for the general public.  I think I’m above average at this endeavor, but it became clear that 
combatting “fake news” about Yellowstone was a Sisyphean task. 
After fifteen years at Yellowstone, I transitioned to a new job, still with the USGS, but this time in Vancouver, 
WA.  I currently lead a group of ~20 volcano experts with the Volcano Disaster Assistance Program (VDAP) and 
focus entirely on assisting volcano observatories in developing countries.  The group is funded largely by USAID, 
together with USGS, and has existed since 1986 when a volcanic mudflow in Colombia killed over 20,000 people. 
To prevent such disasters, we donate equipment, assist with installations, provide training, host exchanges, and 
help make forecasts during volcanic crises, either overseas or from our home base.  We work extensively in 
Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Guatemala, El Salvador, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and other countries.  Each place 
is completely different, with unique governmental, financial and societal constraints that affect how we design our 
programs.  One interesting change from the work at Yellowstone is that there is almost never a need to talk to the 
press.  Our goal is to support our partners and never to stand between them and their government or their 
national press. It’s a very satisfying job.  We can and do make a huge difference in the capabilities of our partners,

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Jake Lowenstern ’85:  
field shot in 
Yellowstone

Jake Lowenstern ’85:  family shot 
in front of their new house in 
Portland

and our experience improves volcano response back in the US, as was the case last summer when our 
VDAP staff contributed to the USGS response to the Lower East Rift Zone eruption on Kilauea 
(Hawaii).
On the personal front, I’ll have been married 25 years this summer.  Chesley and I have two girls: 
Amanda is in her first year at Whitman College, and Alice is a sophomore at the Oregon Episcopal 
School in Portland, OR, where we live. We last returned to Hanover in Fall 2017, as part of a 
pilgrimage to see the new Moosilauke Ravine Lodge. 

Jacob Lowenstern ’85 (continued):

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Thom Peters ’85 writes:

My connection with environment earth and energy is twofold these days. I received a masters degree in 
geography (my thesis was about the history of geological maps).  Subsequently, as a teacher at Hopkins 
School in New Haven, I have taught the AP Human Geography elective to high school juniors and 
seniors. I remain fascinated with the ways maps can capture and communicate profound details about 
how humans interact with their environment.  I use maps extensively in my history courses as well.  I’ve 
begun including environmental impacts of historical events more intentionally — the so-called 
“Colombian” exchange, the deforestation of England and then the eastern colonies, the transcontinental 
railroad and its impact on bison herds, the automobile as the “pollution solution” to animal waste in 
cities, and so forth. 
The second way the three E’s are a part of my life now is thru my role as a priest in the Episcopal Church. 
I was ordained just last year and I have begun a bi-vocational ministry, continuing to teach, albeit at a 
reduced load, while also serving a rural parish in Bethlehem, CT.  The Episcopal Church has embraced 
the importance of stewardship of God’s creation fully in both its liturgy and its advocacy.  Many of my 
parishioners are farmers or children of farmers whose affection for the earth is often part of their 
conversation. 

Thom Peters ’85:  on a pilgrimage walk he did last summer on St 
Cuthbert’s Way, in the Borderlands of England and Scotland

Thom Peters ’85 at his Ordination in December 
(he’s the one without the funny hat)

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Laura Swain ’85 writes:
I graduated with a degree in Biology, modified with Environmental Studies. My favorite courses 
included ES 50 (I think that was the title) in which our class researched options for an old dam on a 
river in the Town of Norwich. We prepared slides and gave a presentation to the town officials 
describing the pros and cons of removing the dam (which had become unsafe) and eliminating a 
reservoir that had been created versus repairing the dam and keeping the reservoir which had been 
there long enough that it really had become part of the natural environment. Ten years later, much of 
New England has determined that similar old dams should be removed to allow old streams to run 
their natural course. I had no idea that, at the time, we were at the forefront of environmental policy. 
I also took an environmental engineering course in which student teams created waste-water 
digesters. I loved the class even though I was the only non-engineer enrolled. And again, this project 
is connected to my current work. About four years ago, Massachusetts promulgated regulations to 
encourage anaerobic digestion of food waste in tanks (along with manure, as most of them are built at 
dairy farms in Massachusetts). The digesters generate electricity that is returned to the grid. They also 
use the heat generated in their operations. Products from the process can be applied to farms’ fields 
or sold as fertilizer. All of this removes food waste (mostly from food processors and breweries) from 
the waste stream.

When I graduated I knew I wanted to work in an environmental field. Nowadays, you can work in an 
environmental field in just about any industry. Not so when we graduated. I considered the Yale 
School of Forestry but couldn’t see myself as a ranger over the long-term. So, I went to law school, 
along with a bunch of other Dartmouth grads, at Cornell Law School. After working for a year 
practicing mostly in insurance defense (and figuring out I didn’t want to represent companies that 
created environmental problems), I applied to a number of positions where I could practice 
environmental law. I have been at the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection ever 
since! 

Currently, part of my time is spent on transportation-related issues. So, I have drafted and negotiated 
one of the largest contracts on behalf of Massachusetts for a company to oversee an inspection 
program (once a year Massachusetts drivers must have their cars inspected). Massachusetts follows 
the California emissions requirements for vehicles. This issue is at the forefront of a battle with the 
current U.S. administration. (Car manufacturers asked the Trump administration for more time to 
meet vehicle emissions standards; the administration indicated it would provide more time and relax 
the emissions standards. But California won’t change its emissions standards, and consequently the 
vehicle manufacturers are upset because they would be required to continue to build cars meeting two 
different standards. Conversely, under the standards adopted previously by the Obama 
administration, car manufacturers would eventually have had one standard apply.) 

I also spend time on recycling and programs related to “zero waste.” Although there are half a dozen 
trash incinerators in Massachusetts, there are few landfills (I supported the state’s efforts to close 
most landfills in the 1990s —  landfills were primarily municipally operated, located in or near 
wetlands, unlined (so rainwater would pass through the trash and thus contaminants entered the 
groundwater). Massachusetts has a long ways to go to reduce waste; its next efforts will likely be to 
further encourage recycling of mattresses (with metal, wood, cotton and fibers) and textiles (for reuse 
as clothing, rags, carpet pads and building insulation). It seems that state governments currently are 
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Laura Swain ’85 (continued):

inclined to press manufacturers to reduce packaging through legislation or to require product take-back 
programs. Both would significantly reduce waste but are not politically feasible at this time.

I married my husband Scott in 1997 and we moved to Lexington a few years later. When I started a family, I 
switched to part-time work, in order to spend more time with my kids. Now one kid is a college freshman (I 
think Dartmouth dinged him but he’s happy and excelling at Princeton - go figure) and the other is an 8th 
grader. I haven’t gone back to work full-time. Rather, I enjoy being active outdoors and I have so many 
sewing projects that I am in the middle of. My sewing started when my older son was 4 and wanted first to 
be Robin for Halloween (so I sewed that costume) and then switched to Batman (so I sewed a second 
costume). I’m intrigued by the issue of waste in the garment industry (waste fabric due to cutting pieces) as 
it relates to my work. My kids wear homemade pajamas and I wear many clothes I’ve sewn! 

Laura Swain ’85,and her family
 left to right:  Jeff, KK, Laura and Scott

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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The Dartmouth College Fund 

The Few! The Proud! The Green! 
Thanks to our own “Wearers of the Green” Dartmouth College Fund Agents! 
Agents 
Darren Alcus ’85 
Barry Bass ’85 
Diane Bonina ’85 
Mark Caron ’85 
Bob Clements ’85 
Todd Cranford ’85 
Leslie Davis Dahl ’85 
Deborah Coleman Diggins ’85 
Mary Ellen Reilly Eldridge ’85 
Donna Fraser Gourdeau ’85 
Doug Fulton ’85 
Mark Gross '85 
Kathleen Reilly Gross ’85 
Gaby Guise ’85 
Valerie Hartman '85 
Eleni Daskalakis Henkel ’85 
Aaron Hill ’85 
Beth Gilman Hobbs ’85 

Co-Head Agents 
Andy Ford ’85 
George Eldridge ’85 
Joe McGee ’85 
Joe Niehaus ’85 

Join us and be a DCF Agent! 
It won’t take a lot of your time and it’s a great way to stay connected to classmates - and 
to Hanover. 

Help us drive continued support for the DCF and, with it, the Dartmouth experience for 
both current and future students. 

We Want You and Need Your Help! 
Please reach out to Joe McGee ’85 at 914.649.2130 or 
joseph.mcgee@roxburypartners.com if you are interested in becoming a DCF Agent (or 
just want to know more about it).

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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What are you streaming?
Whether we are empty nesters, later-in-life parents of young 
children, happily enjoying this stage of life on our own, or 
somewhere in between…  who doesn’t love a quiet night at home 
with something really good to watch?  Send us your favorites 
(maybe with a word or two about why you’d recommend). 

series & mini-series:

• Homecoming -
Amazon Prime

• Russian Doll -
Netflix

films:

• L’Avenir 
(Things to 
Come) - Amazon 
Prime

• Anaesthesia - 
Amazon Prime

• Mother / Child 
- Netflix

• Bohemian 
Rhapsody - 
Amazon Prime

Dartmouth Alumni Day of Service 
Saturday, May 4, 2019

Google “2019 
Dartmouth Alumni Day 
of Service” to find out 

more.

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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DARTMOUTH 250 
word search in honor of Dartmouth’s 250th

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Though ’round the girdled earth they roam…  

A group of ’85s went to Scottsdale for a fun reunion over MLK weekend…

front row:  Jenny Page ’85, Gayle Gilman ’85, Beth Gilman Hobbs ’85, Jill Morgan ’85 
center:       Cindy Bergman MacManus ’85, Amy Durno Harned ’85, Sue Finegan ’85 
standing:   Carole Crelin Frassinelli ’85, Lauren Sonstrom Rosen ’85, Susannah 
                    Gaylord Budington ’85, Diane Bonina ’85, Kathy Jeavons ’85, Emily Smith 
                    Arons ’85, JoAnn Shannon Davey ’85 

It’s a small world out there.  You never know when you might run into 
a fellow Dartmouth ’85 when roaming our girdled earth.  Please send 
us your pictures from random meetings around the globe.  (Pictures 
from planned get-togethers most welcome, too.)

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Though ’round the girdled earth they roam…  

from Todd Cranford ’85:  attended a Woodson High School open house with 
my daughter and ran into one of my college roommates, Mike Viccora ’85 
(aka Gonzo), who now teaches history at the school

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Class of 1985 Officers 
President 
Joe Riley – jriley851@gmail.com 

Immediate Past President 
Valerie Hartman – vhartman711@gmail.com 

Alumni Council Rep 
Laura Yecies – lyecies@gmail.com 

Bereavement Chair 
Valerie Hartman – vhartman711@gmail.com 

Class Project Chairs  
Linda Blockus – blockusl@gmail.com 
Veronica Jenkins – jenkinsvnj@gmail.com 
Pam Ponce Johnson – poncejoh@yahoo.com 

Gift Planning Chair  
Beth Hobbs – hobbsnc@mac.com 

Head Agents 
Joe McGee – joseph.mcgee@roxburypartners.com 
George Eldridge – georgeeldridge@comcast.net 
Joe Niehaus - jniehaus@housatonicpartners.com 
Andy Ford - andyf@hanoverpartners.com

Mini-Reunion Chairs 
Todd Cranford – tlc31esq@yahoo.com 
Valerie Hartman – vhartman711@gmail.com 
NYC Chair: Gary Ryan - minagary63@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editors 
Margaret Marder – mmarder0269@comcast.net 
Lisa Herrington –herringtonhome@gmail.com 

Secretaries 
Leslie Davis Dahl – dahlleslie@yahoo.com 
John MacManus – slampong@aol.com 

Treasurer 
David McIlwain – david.t.mcilwain@gmail.com 

Webmaster 
Jeff Weitzman – jeff@weitzman.net 

www.dartmouth85.com

News from our Class Officers…

Support the Call to Lead Campaign
— Todd L. Cranford ’85
“Welcome to the Dartmouth fellowship.”  I remember well 
President David T. McLaughlin extending this welcome to the Class 
of 1985 as we began our formal association with Dartmouth in 
September of 1981. President McLaughlin and every other person 
who addressed us during Freshman Week and Convocation talked 
about how special a place Dartmouth is and how we should take 
advantage of all she has to offer.  Equally important, they stressed 
that the privilege of attending Dartmouth came with responsibility.  
As students deemed to have the “potential to make a significant 
positive impact on society,” we were being challenged to make an 
impact.  Now, 38 years later, as I reflect on my “Dartmouth 
Experience,” I am humbled and grateful for the many opportunities 
that our world-class education has afforded me and for the many 
ways it has equipped me to be the type of person the College 
sought to admit.
Of equal importance to me, however, are the many cherished 
friendships I made while at Dartmouth, and I suspect this is the 
case for many of us.  Although I had some trepidation about 
attending so isolated a school with so few people who looked like 
me, I quickly came to believe that there could not have been a 
better place for me than Dartmouth.  I had my rough patches to be 
sure, but in the end, I knew that I had green blood flowing through 
my veins. 😊
As you know, this year Dartmouth celebrates her sestercentennial (a 
fancy word for the 250th anniversary that I had to look up).  The 
College has planned a series of interesting, fun and informative 
events around the country throughout the year.  If you have an 
opportunity to attend any of the events, I encourage you to do so.  
I attended the re-argument of the famous Dartmouth College Case 
at the Supreme Court and it was fantastic.  Argued by two alums 
who happen to be former Solicitors General of the United States, a 
four-judge panel led by Chief Justice John Roberts heard the oral 
arguments.
But in addition to attending an event, I also encourage you to 
consider contributing to the Call to Lead Campaign under way in 
conjunction with the 250th anniversary.  The campaign’s ambitious 
goal is to raise $3 billion from the global Dartmouth community.  I 
write and call classmates every year urging them to make 
contributions to the DCF.  The money we contribute makes it 
possible for the College to continue to make a world-class 
education available to the many students who might not otherwise 
be able to afford Dartmouth – like me.  That is why I am so happy 
to give back to the College for what it has given me and to ensure 
that the generations of students to come have similar opportunities.  
Dartmouth wants to continue to lead in the academy and in the 
global community, which we know requires vision and resources. 

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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What are you reading? 
Are you finally reading up on a subject that has always intrigued 
you?  Care to share your book club’s latest selection?
Send us your recommendations to share with our classmates!  
Title and author - and a few words about why you’d recommend 
it.
Good friends, good books, and a sleepy conscience:
this is the ideal life.   -Mark Twain

• The Hate U Give, by Angie Thomas
• The Old Man Who Read Love Stories, by Luis Sepulveda

• Bad Blood:  Secrets and Lies in a Silicon Valley Startup, by John Carreyrou
• Elinor Oliphant is Completely Fine, by Gail Honeyman

Dartmouth College Class of 1985’s 
35th Reunion 

June 17-20, 2021 (Thursday-Sunday) 
(clustered with the Classes of 1986 and 1987)

Call for volunteers! 
Join the Steering Committee or the Executive Board

for our 35th Class Reunion / June 2021…

If you’d be interested in helping out, please contact
Joe Riley ’85, our Class President

at jriley851@gmail.com or cell/text to 609.235.7970
(Even if you only have time to commit in a small way,

every little bit helps.)

News From Our Class Officers (continued) 
I am not asking you to stroke a check for $3 billion, but I am asking you to think about what the College has meant 
to you and what the College will be to the generations to come. The Call to Lead has three broad goals: 1) 
advancing Dartmouth’s distinctive educational model to its fullest expression; 2) pursuing discoveries that benefit 
humankind; and 3) preparing students for lives of wise leadership.  These are lofty aspirations for sure, but 
aspirations befitting the College on the Hill!

So, if you have not already done so, please read more about the campaign at https://calltolead.dartmouth.edu.

Yours in the Fellowship,
Todd L. Cranford ’85 

mailto:jriley851@gmail.com
mailto:jriley851@gmail.com
https://calltolead.dartmouth.edu
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From left, Mayor Rahm Emanuel, Michelle Duster, great-granddaughter of Ida B. Wells and
Ald. Sophia King after unveiling the Ida B. Wells Drive street sign at a ceremony at Harold Washington Library 

Monday. | Rich Hein/Sun-Times

Ida B. Wells, the anti-lynching crusader, journalist, civil rights activist and suffragist — who could 
have been killed because of any one of those pursuits — has finally gotten her due. 
On Monday, the street once known as Congress Parkway officially became Ida B. Wells Drive. The 
name change brings to fruition a piece of the dream Wells’ great-granddaughter, Michelle Duster, 
had: that Wells’ legacy would be honored in the city she called home. 

At the renaming ceremony that took place in the Winter Garden of the Harold Washington Library, 
Duster had to take a moment.  “I hope you don’t mind taking five seconds to just breathe in what has 
actually happened. I’ve had to do that several times today. I really am trying to not be overwhelmed,” 
she said. 

Although others spoke eloquently about Wells’ accomplishments, no one was more moving than 
Duster, who has led a decadeslong campaign to raise money for a monument of her great-
grandmother. 

Exciting Update re:
Michelle Duster ’85 
(reprinted with permission from the Chicago Sun-Times (link);  author: Mary Mitchell 
2/11/2019)

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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“Ida B. Wells had the drive and the tenacity to dedicate almost 50 years of her life fighting for African-
Americans to have equal opportunities to seek life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness in this 
country. … She had the drive and determination to speak truth to power in her quest for equal 
justice,” Duster told the audience. She also pointed out that Wells traveled all over the country and 
abroad speaking out against racial injustice. 

“Ida B. Wells lived in Chicago for the last 35 years of her life. She married, worked and raised her four 
children in this city, and I happen to be the fourth generation of Chicagoans, and there’s two 
generations after me — so we are Chicago, Duster said. 

When the Chicago Housing Authority began the demolition of the Ida B. Wells homes in 2002, it 
essentially wiped out the only monument to the civil rights leader.  With the street renaming, Wells is 
now the first African-American woman to have a downtown street named after her. 

The honor did not come without a fight, however.  There was pushback from the Italian-American 
community when it was first proposed that Balbo Drive be renamed for the civil rights leader. 
Alds. Sophia King (4th) and Brendan Reilly (42nd), co-sponsors of the ordinance, came up with a 
compromise that was passed in July to rename Congress Parkway instead. 

Given the huge impact Wells had nationally and internationally (she was a founding member of 
several organizations, including the NAACP), it is mind-boggling that it has taken nearly 90 years for 
her legacy to be memorialized.  Yet at Monday’s renaming ceremony, the timing seemed perfect. 
That the official celebration comes during Black History Month is especially gratifying. 

Those of us who grew up in or around the sprawling Ida B. Wells public housing complex that ran 
from King Drive to Cottage Grove and from Pershing Road to 37th Street were aware that Wells was 
famous, though most of us couldn’t tell you what she was famous for.  I don’t think we even knew she 
was black, since black history wasn’t part of the history lessons taught in the classroom. 

The lineup of speakers at Wells’ street renaming ceremony was a black history lesson in itself. 
Patricia Brown Holmes, chair of Harriet’s Daughters, a group advocating for employment and wealth 
opportunities for African-American communities, was the youngest African-American woman to serve 
as an associate judge on the Circuit Court of Cook County in 1999.  Lt. Gov. Juliana Stratton is the first 
black woman elected to that position.  Cook County Board President Toni Preckwinkle is the first 
African-American and woman chosen to lead the county Democratic Party and was the first woman 
elected president of the Cook County Board of Commissioners.  And Nikole Hannah-Jones, an 
investigative reporter for the New York Times, founded the Ida B. Wells Society for Investigative 
Reporting in 2016, and was a Genius Grant winner in 2017. 

Coincidentally, officials with the Ida B. Wells Monument project recently announced that they had 
met their goal of raising $300,000 for the central sculpture that will be located in Bronzeville. 
Hopefully, Monday’s street renaming celebration will help build the momentum needed to complete 
that project. 

Wells died in 1931, “but her spirit and legacy lives on,” her great-granddaughter said.  “Ida B. Wells 
Drive reminds everyone that regardless of where you start in life, or what their gender, race, religion 
or ability may be, it is possible to make their voice heard and to impact change,” Duster said.

https://chicago.suntimes.com/news/city-council-rename-congress-parkway-ida-b-wells-drive-balbo/
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If you should attend 
any of these events, 

PLEASE take pictures of 
yourself with other 85s and 
send to our mini-reunion co-

chairs: 

Valerie Hartman ’85 
vhartman711@gmail.com 
Todd Cranford ’85 

todd.cranford85@gmail.com

Give a rouse!

Joe Riley ’85
Aaron Hill ’85
Mark Caron ’85
November 29, 2018 at the thank you 
party for 1769 and Bartlett Tower 
Society members at the Kimpton Hotel 
event in New York City.

mailto:vhartman711@gmail.com
mailto:todd.cranford85@gmail.com
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To  influence Oliver Caplan's work by sharing what Dartmouth means to you via the 
brief form pictured below, please go to http://www.olivercaplan.com/dartmouth250.html

http://www.dartmouth85.com
http://www.olivercaplan.com/dartmouth250.html
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